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+441952460688 - http://www.facebook.com/eastendbalti

A comprehensive menu of East End Balti from Shifnal covering all 17 courses and drinks can be found here
on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Joe Morris likes about East End Balti:
great food, really tasteful and fresh. the service was friendly and attentive. they made a real mistake with the

order of my wife and couldn't do enough to get it on us, even though we are in order with the mistake. that is a
good customer service. excellent value for money too. read more. The place also offers the possibility to sit
outside and eat in pleasant weather, And into the accessible rooms also come visitors with wheelchairs or

physical limitations. What Jason Bell doesn't like about East End Balti:
When staying at Telford I was recommended driving to Shifnal for a restaurant.Décor and layout are what you

would expect of you’re your ‘typical Indian’ restaurant.Considering it was mid-week the restaurant seemed very
popular and fairly busy.Service was good and quick. The food, I went for chicken chatt, followed by chicken tikka
dansak and a HUGE plain nan. This was all delicious and very reasonably priced read more. At East End Balti in

Shifnal you can enjoy delicious vegetarian menus, that are free from any animal meat or fish, Besides, the
successful blend of different dishes with new and sometimes adventurous ingredients is appreciated by the

visitors - a beautiful case of Asian Fusion. Guests also value the use of original Indian spices, On the menu there
are also several Asian dishes.
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Sid� dishe�
NAN

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Chicke�
CHILLI CHICKEN

Lam� & Hähnche�
KORMA

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Indisch� Hähnchengericht�
DANSAK

Tandoor� Bread�
PLAIN NAN

Cereal�
STARTING

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

SALAD

India�
CHICKEN TANDOORI

CHICKEN KORMA

CHICKEN DARTS

Ingredient� Use�
RICE

GARLIC

CHICKEN
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